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South Africa’s Naspers expands
video on demand service to Kenya

THE STAR COMMENT

South Africa’s Naspers unit Showmax has expanded its video streaming services into
36 African countries where it aims to lure viewers with a mix of local and international
content. Naspers’ video on demand service was launched in August last year ahead
of global competitor Netflix’s entry into Africa’s most industrialised country in January,
setting up a race for the rest of the continent.
Showmax has expanded into Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Senegal and Mauritius and
plans to offer content in the Swahili language as well as Nigerian shows. Showmax’s
head of products Barron Ernst said low download speeds and the high cost of access
were significant hurdles for internet-based services in Africa, but the company had
designed its application to download content and view it later while offline.
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The geopolitics
of pipelines in
East Africa

G

iven that Uganda’s decision to
export its crude oil to world markets
via the port of Tanga is now a ‘’done
deal’’, it is worth analysing what has
happened and appreciating that this
is the equivalent of a blow to the solar
plexus of our regional ambitions and that
these ambitions are gasping for breath.
Recall that Ethiopia has already dialled
up the Djibouti route and that LAPPSET
is in essence, a Kenyan-South Sudan gig
and that South Sudan is back at around
zero and is not in a position to finance
its own recovery let alone a pipeline. If
the reknowned short-seller Mr. Chanos
could short LAPPSET, I am sure he would
be limit short.
The widely read Africa Confidential said
this: ‘’Uganda’s decision to export oil
through Tanzania undermines Kenya’s
status as regional kingpin’’. ‘’The move
alters the political balance of the whole
region and has left Kenya with some
catching up to do. The preferred route
until the second half of last year, Kenya
now has a considerably less viable oil
field and a damaged reputation as the
heartbeat of East African integration’’.
Chatham House in an earlier report said:
‘’Uganda’s foreign affairs minister also
highlighted the issue of relative costs
of the rival routes. The projected cost
of the Tanzania route is approximately
$4 billion, up to $1 billion less than going
via Kenya. Kenya’s proposed tariff was
almost $17 per barrel, compared to
Tanzania’s $12 per barrel. Uganda’s
energy minister has also reported that
Tanzania has waived land fees, transit
charges and taxes associated with the
pipeline”.
When you look at the numbers, our
pipeline build was 25 per cent more
expensive and our price per barrel 29.411
per cent more costly, you realise that we
were never in the pipeline game.
Frame the question as a national interest,
one for Uganda and its a no-brainer.
Then you have to ask, where was our
intelligence? How could we be so far
away from the winning bid? When I
worked in the city and missed a big trade,
I would always call back and ask how
far I had missed by. Differentials of 25
per cent and 29.411 per cent would be
terminal to the relationship.
Tanzania’s president John Magafuli has
shifted the centre of gravity for East
African oil and gas, South, in one fell
swoop. In my humble opinion, Magafuli
has moved with speed and precision and
pared price of brokerage charges. He’s
winning. Its time for some serious soulsearching folks.
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FRAUD

KRA recalls 124
luxury cars in tax
evasion racket

The vehicles, which KRA said have outstanding tax
issues, are suspected to have initially been declared
as transit cargo but later dumped in the local market.
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Kenya Revenue Authority has recalled
124 luxury vehicles which are suspected to have been imported illegally by
cartels in Uganda and United Kingdom.
The vehicles, which KRA said have
outstanding tax issues, are suspected
to have initially been declared as transit cargo but later dumped in the local
market.
KRA has asked the owners to present the vehicles together with the original ownership, transfer and importation documents to the commissioner
of investigation and enforcement, to-

(+) THE TAX AGENCY HAS BEGUN
INVESTIGATIONS ON FIRMS
The Authority suspects that unscrupulous importers
have not been paying custom tax on many high-end
luxury vehicles imported from Britain and illegally selling
them to unsuspecting customers at car bazaars.
KRA further said five clearing and forwarding agencies
involved in tax evasion fraud have been suspended
from acting as its customs agents and will be charged
with knowingly and fraudulently conspiring to evade
payment of import duty. Spokesperson Grace Wandera
said the authority will push for the prosecution of other
clearing and forwarding agents, importers and KRA staff
suspected to have colluded in perpetrating the vice. Plans
are underway to expand the investigation scope to cover
banks.

morrow morning at the Nairobi Railways Club for verification.
“Failure to voluntarily report to KRA
within the course of next week, will
lead to the impounding and issue of
warrants of arrest for the respective
units,” KRA commissioner general
John Njiraini said.
“We are conscious that some of these
vehicles may have already been sold to
innocent unsuspecting customers and
we are asking them to co-operate with
our officers in the ongoing investigations,” he said.
Recently, KRA impounded three
Range Rovers hidden in a cargo container, which had been declared as
household goods for transit to Uganda.
The vehicles were suspected to have
been stolen from UK.
Meanwhile, more than 20 suspects
of a tax evasion racket were arraigned
in court on Friday. They are suspected
of causing a Sh120 million loss to the
tax agency through illegal activities.
The racket which was unearthed in
February also involved KRA and Equity Bank staff stationed at Namanga
Branch in Kajiado County.
The KRA staff charged are Bernard
Nyarige Ong’ayo, Esther Lunde Nganda, Fredrick Mwendia Njuki and Nicholas Ambala. They were arraigned before Milimani Court and charged with
conspiracy to evade payment of duty.
Others who were charged are Anthony Mutua Maingi of Helix Company
and Nelson Mugo Mwanzia of Excess
Luggage Ltd.
“More culprits will be arraigned in
court today, KRA said.

